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Abstract

This paper offers an analysis of the Lydian nominal paradigm of $i$-mutation. The main goal is to uncover the accentual type of this paradigm. This is achieved, first, by analyzing the phonological outcome of the endings and, second, by identifying the position of the accent within each given lexeme. In the end, a barytone character is posited for this paradigm. This observation has consequences regarding the original distribution of $i$-mutation in Anatolian and its chronological spread.
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1 Introduction

The following paper deals with the grammar of Lydian, a poorly attested language belonging to the Anatolian branch of the Indo-European family. Although most of the nominal endings of the Lydian language are known, an extensive and comprehensive classification of all nominal stem classes is lacking so far in the literature. Recent works on Lydian grammar such as Gérard's *Phonétique et morphologie de la langue lydienne* make mention of nominal
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stems (Gérard 2005:79–91), but provide no synchronic paradigm of the various nominal stem classes. Hajnal (2004), on the other hand, attempts an analysis of nominal paradigms, but deals with three large nominal stem classes within a single article. A precise classification of these classes is relevant not only for the grammatical annotation of Lydian lexemes, but also for Anatolian historical grammar in general. Thus, the present paper provides a synchronic and diachronic analysis of one nominal stem class as well as its corresponding paradigm. The nominal stem class selected for this paper is the one with i-mutation, which is left out by Hajnal (2004) in his study on Lydian a-stems. An additional goal of this paper is to shed light on the chronology of the spread of the Luwic i-mutation to various nominal stems.  

2 Determining the position of the accent

Due to the pioneering work of Eichner (1986a, 1986b) on Lydian accentuation, we are now aware that this language more often than not provides precise information regarding the position of the accent within a word. For example, the Lydian vowels ë, ā, e and o always carry the accent, except in preverb-verb combinations and compounds, where more than one of these vowels may appear, and thus one of them is accented or carries only a secondary accent. However, the metrical inscriptions scanned by Eichner (1986a:16–21) demonstrate that preverbs are regularly unaccented. The vowels a, i and u can be either accented or unaccented, but the occasional plene spelling in -aa- and -ii- is a device used by the Lydians to indicate that the vowel is accented. On the other hand, vocalic liquids (λ, r) and vocalic nasals (ν, n) are normally unaccented. Another means for determining the position of the accent was provided by Eichner (1986a), as he, in our opinion, has deciphered the Lydian poetic meter. By properly scanning a verse, the position of the accent in a given word is revealed. In this respect, Lydian has a great advantage over the other Anatolian languages.

---

1 I follow the new conventions of using ⟨p⟩ instead of ⟨b⟩, ⟨s⟩ instead of ⟨ś⟩ and ⟨š⟩ instead of ⟨š⟩ (thus with Melchert 2006:161, Schürr 1999:171–173). For the phonetic interpretation of ⟨š⟩, I simply follow the traditional view that it represents the palatal fricative [ç], for which see Gérard 2005:23, 60 with further literature.

2 For a summary regarding the steps of the decipherment and the contribution of Martin L. West see Gérard 2005:52–56. However, there are still diverging opinions regarding the Lydian meter and verse scansion; cf. Schürr 2003:15–125, Bachvarova 2004, Mercado 2007.
TABLE 1
The Lydian paradigm of the i-mutated endings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stems in -(i)-</th>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom.</td>
<td>-iš</td>
<td>-iš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>-ν, -n</td>
<td>-iš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom./acc. n.</td>
<td>-id</td>
<td>-a, -ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat./(gen.)</td>
<td>-λ</td>
<td>-av</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 The paradigm of i-mutation

The paradigm of the i-mutated stems represents an innovation shared by Luwian, Lycian and Lydian (cf. Starke 1990:56–93, Zeilfelder 2001:215–228, Rieken 2005:49 f.). The process of i-mutation consists on the one hand of replacing the thematic vowel *-o- with the vowel -i- in the nominative and accusative, singular and plural of the common gender. Thus, this paradigm represents on the inflectional level a syncretism between the Proto-Indo-European i-stems and thematic o-stems. Furthermore, the morpheme -i- is added to a stem-final consonant in the same cases, numbers and gender as for the thematic o-stems, e.g. -nt- + -i- → -nt(i)-, thus causing another paradigmatic merger.

As shown by Eichner (1986b:212–217), a barytone nominal stem may show a different set of stem-finals than an oxytone one. This can be observed among α-stems, where the vowel -a- in front of a nasal will show a different outcome depending on whether it is originally long or short, accented or unaccented, i.e. acc. sg. -ēv (< *-ó-m), -āv (< *-á-m) versus -av (< *-V-m) (cf. Hajnal 2004). What is missing so far in the literature is the accentual pattern of the paradigm of i-mutation. In the next section, this paradigm will be presented and its endings will be phonologically evaluated. Afterwards, the lexical data constituting this paradigm will be examined and the position of the accent determined for each given lexeme.

4 Inflectional endings and phonology

The paradigm of i-mutation is given above. The lexical data constituting this paradigm are presented and analyzed from section 4.1 to 4.9.

A striking feature of this paradigm is the consistent syncope found in the accusative singular ending -ν or -n (e.g. adēnv, alarnv, šiwralmn) and dative
singular ending -λ (e.g. niwislλ, qaašlλ, sfardētλ). This speaks a priori for a barytone paradigm. It has already been established that unaccented vowels in final syllables are syncopated in Lydian (Melchert 1994:373f.). However, only vowels that were originally short are expected to show syncope. The originally long ones are preserved (cf. Melchert 1994:379).

This syncope points towards the fact that the accusative and dative singular endings must have been short originally, i.e. -ν < *-i-n ← *-o-m and -λ < *-āλ. The fate of the accusative singular ending demonstrates that the vowel -i- of the mutation was short. This observation is in contradiction with the assumption that this vowel in Luwian is long, as advanced in Melchert 2003:188 and Rieken 2005:67.3 On the other hand, endings containing an original long vowel do not undergo syncope. For example, the dative/genitive plural ending of the paradigm under discussion is not **-ν, but -av < *-ām < *-o-om (e.g. ŋentāšēnav, sfardētnav, ištaminlav). The absence of the vowel -ē- or -ā- before the nasal -v brings support to the unaccented status of the dative/genitive plural ending.

Likewise, the nominative plural ending -iš (e.g. sfēniš, šivralmiš) surely equates to the Luwian nominative plural ending -inzi probably with compensatory lengthening, i.e. -iš < *-iši < *-ins + -i.4 The ending of the accusative plural, i.e. -is (e.g. avis, korrīs, afarīs), is likewise long due to expected compensatory lengthening, i.e. *-is < *-ins ← *-o-ns and, therefore, does not show syncope.5 As opposed to the nominative plural ending -iš, which shows palatalization because of the additional morpheme *-i, the accusative plural does not show traces of it. This situation is the same as the one we have in Kizzuwatna Luwian, i.e. nom. pl. -inzi (< *-insi), acc. pl. -inz(a) (< *-ins).6 Moreover, this brings additional evidence that the nasal in Lydian was dropped before /s/ after the palatalization process took place (cf. Melchert 1994:382).

The neuter singular ending -id (e.g. wiswid, tesastid, manelid), like its non-mutated counterpart -ad, reflects an extension of the stem vowel with the

---

3 Rieken (Handout 2016) now shows that the morpheme -i- of mutated stems in Cuneiform Luwian is not written with a plene spelling except after /u/, which is simply a graphic feature, and in adjectives in -i(ya)- (< *-iyo- with i-mutation), which reflect a long /i:/ (< *-ii-).
4 Cf. Gérard 2005:80f., Melchert 2009:113. The alternative scenario proposed by Gérard (2005:81), according to which it comes from *-i-es, does not take into account the common innovation of the paradigm of i-mutation shared by Luwian, Lycian and Lydian.
5 I consider words ending in -is to be accusative plural, which accounts for the lack of palatalization of the final -s, i.e. -is < *-ins (cf. Gérard 2005:81f.). The syntactic interpretation of avis and korrīs is accounted for in the article; see 4.9 and 4.5.
6 For the dialectal difference in the nominal endings between Kizzuwatna and Empire Luwian, see Yakubovich 2010:26–38.
pronounal neuter ending -d (Gérard 2005:80). This is an innovation vis-à-vis e.g. Hitt. -an, Lyc. -ē (< PIE *-om), which can be dated to Pre-Lyidian. No syncope occurs in this ending, although the vowel in the ending -id (-i-d ← -ād < *-ōd) is certainly short. Therefore, one could posit that the ending -Vd was created after the Pre-Lyidian syncope took place, thus replacing an expected *-v /ŋ/. Alternatively, if the analogical extension had already taken place, one could claim that the absence of syncope is due to the fact that Lydian will not tolerate certain consonant clusters, e.g. lid, not **-ld (cf. Melchert 1994:353–374).

An anonymous reviewer makes me aware that the second option is superior, if one assumes ciward comes from *ciwarid. In this case, a final cluster -rd would be tolerated in Lydian as opposed to e.g. **-ld. The latter solution seems to us preferable, especially if one considers the similar reasons for the lack of syncope in the nominative singular ending -iš discussed below.

As opposed to Luwian and Lycian, the Lydian language has extended the i-mutation to some neuter endings. The extension appears to be restricted to adjectival neuter stems (see 4.2 and 4.4). The reason behind this might be that the adjectival neuter stems share a paradigm with their common gender counterpart, which motivates the extension process; the nominative/accusative neuter singular takes over the i-mutation by paradigmatic levelling. Non-mutated adjectival a-stems (< *-ō-) on the other hand will not show i-mutation in the neuter, just as it is the case in the common gender; cf. aλα- ‘other’ (< *aljó-), aλas : aλad. The neuter plural in -a (< *-eh₂) (e.g. niwiswa), which was originally long for thematic stems, is rarely attested with adjectives. The paucity of its attestations might be due to the fact that collectives or neuter plurals seem to be agreeing with adjectives in the neuter singular (e.g. LW 5.2–3) or with the endingless case marker (e.g. LW 54.1–2).

The nominative singular common gender ending -iš < *-i-s ← *-ō-s (wissiš, qaaššiš, maneliš), although short in origin, did not undergo syncope. The reason for this must be a prohibition on the word-final consonant sequences just like the more probable explanation of the neuter singular ending -id. A very small number of sequences -Cš# reflecting nominative singulars can be found in Lydian, e.g. edš (cf. edλ), kařadš (suffix -ad(i)- (?)), cf. awladiš, awladλ) and patnēdš, all showing the sequence -dš. Because of the palatalization of the ending -š, these words must have a mutated stem, and one can conclude that the -i- of the nominative singular ending can only be dropped following -d-.

Based on this observation, one could argue that the endings of the nominative and accusative plural -iš and -is follow the same restrictive rule as the one of the nominative singular. However, since the syllable was long originally and we do not expect their vowel to drop like in the dative plural -av, it is better to retain the explanation with the length of the vowel (see above). If
nominative plural forms in -diš were to be found beside singulars in -dš, it would vindicate our hypothesis.\footnote{The form awladiš (LW 80.14), which could be nominative singular or plural, is found in a fragmentary passage, and therefore its number cannot be verified independently.}

Based on these observations, one can affirm that short vowels in the endings of this paradigm underwent syncope in Pre-Lydian, which points towards a barytone paradigm. An investigation of lexemes belonging to this paradigm is necessary before drawing conclusions about the accentual type of the entire nominal class. The investigated lexemes will be divided according to their respective suffix and stem formation.

\subsection{Original i-stems}

There are nouns in -c(i)- c. (< *-di- with lenition < *-ti-), which go back to protokerokinetic i-stems (Melchert 1997:34 f.), e.g. taac(i)- c. ‘votive offering’ attested as acc. sg. taćčv (LW 43.3), taćčn (LW 41.5), taćčn (LW 50.3), dat. sg. taćč (LW 45.5), and perhaps kolec(i)- ‘?’ attested as nom. sg. kolečš (LW 15.2). Because of the plene spelling in the first example and the vowel -o- in the second as well as the syncope in the accusative and dative singular endings, these lexemes must be considered barytone.

\subsection{Adjectivization in -(i)-}

The adjective wiss(i)-/wisw(i)- ‘good, pious’ represents an adjectivization of the substantive *h₁ósu-/h₁yésu- ‘goods’ by addition of a morpheme subject to i-mutation. Since u-stems do not take i-mutation in neither Luwian nor Lydian, the reconstruction of an additional morpheme is necessary. Moreover, the raising of a short -e- to -i- in the sequence w_s (or any coronal) in Lydian is made difficult by the counterexample wesfais-. Therefore, I assume an adjectivization in *-o- with a vr̥ddhi-ablaut of the root, i.e. *h₁yēšu-ó-, and retraction of the accent followed by i-mutation, i.e. *yéisu-o/i-\footnote{I owe the morphological explanation of Lyd. wiss(i)-/wisw(i)- to an anonymous reviewer. For the retraction of the accent in morphologically unanalyzable forms, see Yates 2015.}. Its antonym is built by means of adding the prefix ni-, i.e. niwiss(i)- ‘bad, unpious’. They are attested as nom. sg. c. wissiš (LW 6.5; 8.11; 10.23; 11.12), dat. sg. niwišš (LW 24.10), nom./acc. sg. n. wišwid (LW 22.3, 6), nom./acc. pl. n. niwiswa (LW 44a.17), adv. niwiscev (LW 6.5; 7.6; 8.11; 10.24; 23.3).\footnote{Pace Schürr (2006:3574f.), the ending -cv is an adverbial marker, which is irrelevant for the discussion on the etymology of the stem wiss(i)-/wisw(i)-. For the alternation of -ss-/sw-, perhaps one should compare Hieroglyphic Luwian abl./instr. (bonus₂)wa/i-sà-ti vs. bonus₂wa/i-sà-ti.} There are two indications of its barytone character. The first one is drawn from a metrical inscription, where the accent occurs on the first syllable:

\begin{verbatim}
7 The form awladiš (LW 80.14), which could be nominative singular or plural, is found in a fragmentary passage, and therefore its number cannot be verified independently.
8 I owe the morphological explanation of Lyd. wiss(i)-/wisw(i)- to an anonymous reviewer. For the retraction of the accent in morphologically unanalyzable forms, see Yates 2015.
9 Pace Schürr (2006:3574f.), the ending -cv is an adverbial marker, which is irrelevant for the discussion on the etymology of the stem wiss(i)-/wisw(i)-. For the alternation of -ss-/sw-, perhaps one should compare Hieroglyphic Luwian abl./instr. (bonus₂)wa/i-sà-ti vs.
\end{verbatim}
The third foot must be scanned this way, since an anaclasis of the type | − − | would be unparalleled in the Lydian poetic meter (cf. Eichner 1986a:18f.). The second one is the attestation in the dative singular niwis\,\lambda (\textless \text{*}niwiss\,\lambda + assimilation), which shows syncope of the vowel in the ending. This syncope excludes the possibility of an oxytone type and, since the accent is not expected to be on the prefix, it must be on the root, i.e. \text{*}niwís\,\lambda > *niwiss\,\lambda > niwis\,\lambda.\footnote{As pointed out in section 2, in Eichner’s metrical system preverbs or prefixes do not carry the accent.}

\textbf{4.3 The suffix -\textit{en}(i)-}

According to Hajnal (2004:189), the suffix -\textit{en}(i)- c., which he sees in sfě\,\textit{n}(i)- c. ‘parent, kin’, goes back to a thematic stem in *-no-, i.e. -\textit{en}(i)- < *-énno/i- with Čop’s law and i-mutation < *-é-no-. This suffix surely corresponds to the Luwian suffix -\textit{anna}/i- in e.g. niwar\,\textit{anna}/i- c. ‘child’ (Starke 1990:452), arawanna/i- c. ‘free person’ (Rieken & Sasseville 2014:305).\footnote{Cf. Starke 1990:62 \textit{et passim}. A thorough semantic, derivational and etymological analysis of this suffix in Anatolian is long overdue.} The Lydian suffix always carries accent on the first syllable and, therefore, each derivative in -\textit{en}(i)- is barytone, e.g. sfě\,\textit{n}(i)- c. ‘parent, kin’ attested as nom. pl. sfě\,\textit{n}iš (LW 24.16, 80.5), dat. pl. sfě\,\textit{nav} (LW 42.5), fěntašě\,\textit{en}(i)- c. (a group of people), attested as dat. pl. fěntašě\,\textit{nav} (LW 12.10, 22.4), irěn(i)- c. ‘?’ attested as acc. sg. irěnv (LW 15.6), dat. sg. irě\,\lambda (LW 44a.4), aděn(i)- c. ‘?’ attested as acc. sg. aděnv (LW 14.5, 44a.2), cul\,da\,\textit{lēn}(i)- c. ‘?’ attested as dat. sg. cul\,da\,\textit{lē} (LW 27.4). In the dative singular, the stem-final *-\textit{en}λ is reduced to -\textit{ē}λ (cf. Kloekhorst 2012:665). The barytone character of these examples is confirmed not only by the accentuated vowel -\textit{ē}- of the suffix, but also by the syncope in the accusative and dative ending. Moreover, the lack of accentual indication in the dative plural -\textit{av} (e.g. sfě\,\textit{nav}, fěntašě\,\textit{nav}) provides further evidence in support of the conclusion that derivatives in -\textit{en}(i)- are barytone.
4.4  The suffix -l(i)-

The adjectival suffix -l(i)- (< *(é)-lo- with i-mutation; see Starke 1990:85), which has been grammaticalized as an adjectival genitive, is also found in substantivized and lexicalized derivatives. This suffix corresponds to Luwian -alla/i-, Lyc. -ele/i- and Hitt. -ēl- (< *(é)-lo-). Derivatives in *(é)-lo- were originally barytone and they are mutated in Lydian. We note here that the connecting vowel *(é)- before the suffix *(é)- has lost its accented status in Lydian and has been dropped. Consequently, the suffix was reanalyzed as -l(i)-. Due to its productivity, most Lydian formations in -l(i)- are surely late and one should not posit a change in the accent to have occurred within each available lexeme. The first example treated here is the adjective arll[i]- ‘one’s own’ attested as nom. sg. arll(i)š (LW 23.13), dat. sg. arlil (LW 24.13), arlyll (LW 23.11), which cannot be oxytone because of the syncope in the dative singular ending. Since the vacillation -i/-y- in the second syllable reflects the lack of accent (Melchert 1994:342f.), the lexeme arll[i]- must be accented on the first syllable (Melchert 1999b:2432, 245). The double -ll- must reflect an assimilation, perhaps from a cluster -dl-, i.e. *arl-id-l(i) > arll[i]-.

The next examples represent substantivized adjectives in -l(i)-, e.g. šerl(i)- c. ‘high authority’ (< *sér-lo-) attested as nom. sg. šerliš (LW 24.4, 24.16), ištaminl(i)- c. ‘family (?)’ attested as nom. sg. ištaminliš (LW 13.2) and as gen. pl. ištaminlav (LW 13.7). The last lexeme is attested in a metrical inscription and the accent falls on the penultimate syllable:

| amu=k nāši=k ēmiš ištaminliš wstaas |
| LW 13.2 |
| fak=τ in dawicil ištaminlav qiraaλ |
| LW 13.7 |

12 For the origin of the Hittite suffix, see Rieken 2008.


14 For an etymological proposal of Lyd. arll[i]-, see Melchert 1999b.

15 This example is reconstructed without a connecting vowel *(é)- because of Luwian /sarl(a)i/(d)/, where it is lacking.
Because of the presence of the vowel -o- in the first syllable, the following derivatives are clearly barytone, e.g. porl(i)- ‘year’ attested as nom. sg. [pɔ̆]orliš (LW 115.5),\(^{16}\) dat. sg. porlă (LW 16.2, 41.1, 42.1, 115.1), karol(i)- (part of a grave) attested as dat. sg. karolă (LW 40.3).\(^{17}\) The following example shows plene spelling in the first syllable, which indicates a barytone accentuation, i.e. qaašliš(i)- ‘?’ attested as nom. sg. qaašliš (LW 12.5) and dat. sg. qaašlă (LW 12.2).

The adjectival suffix -l(i)- in its genitival use has a nominative plural in -l like the collective instead of the expected *-liš (Heubeck 1983:64f., Schürr 1997:209, Gérard 2005:84f.). This zero-ending is another piece of evidence in favor of the barytone type for formations in -l(i)-. The following examples represent cases of genitival adjectives derived from proper nouns, e.g. karol(i)- attested as nom./acc. sg. karolid (LW 2.4), dat. sg. karolă (LW 2.8, 10.2), dat./gen. pl. karola(ν) (LW 2.9), katowa- (PN) → katowal(i)- attested as nom. sg. c. katowališ (LW 10.1, 11.7), nom./acc. sg. n. katowali(d) (LW 8.5), dat. sg. katowală (LW 10.9) mane- (PN) → manel(i)- attested as nom. sg. c. maneliš (LW 4a.1, 4b.1), nom./acc. sg. n. manelid (LW 1.4), nom./acc. coll. manel (LW 55, 56, 73), artimu- → artimul(i)- attested as nom. sg. c. artimuliš (LW 25.5), dat. sg. artimulă (LW 41.4), nom. pl. c. artimul (LW 22.9, 11, 12).\(^{18}\) In these cases, the place of accent in the genitival adjective does not differ from the base noun. This is supported on the one hand by the retention of the accented vowel o for karol(i)- and katowal(i)- or e for manel(i)- and, on the other hand, by the syncope in the dative singular and by the zero ending of the nominative plural and collective.

The amount of data for genitival adjectives built from appellatives is meagre. Nevertheless, one can observe that when the genitival adjective in -l(i)- is derived from an oxytone a-stem, the accent shifts to the beginning of the word and then the previously accented vowel is immediately syncopated, e.g. qašaa- c. [kwac̣a]- (LW 10.13) → qaašliš(i)- /kwaczl(i)- (LW 12.2, 12.5)\(^{19}\) and širma- c.

---

16 For the publication of the inscription LW 115, see Gusmani & Akkan 2004. For the numbering of the latest Lydian inscriptions, see Payne & Wintjes 2016:77–80.
17 Pace Schürr (1997:202\(^3\)) and Gérard (2005:81f.), karolas cannot be the accusative plural of the mutated stem karol(i)- (part of a grave), because the accusative plural ending should be mutated. Therefore, it must be taken with Melchert (1991:132f.) as karola(ν)=s, the possessive adjective of the personal name karo-.
18 Based on one attestation in a metrical inscription, we can posit that the divine name Artemis in Lydian is accentuated on the first syllable, i.e. /ártimu-/ (Eichner 1986a:18).
19 See also the antonym niqašlă /nikwac̣l/ in LW 12.9, whose place of accentuation is also shown by the poetic meter. The word niqašlăd (LW 14.6; 8o.6) must be a denominative verb in the 3rd sg. pres. derived from niqašl(i)-, since the neuter singular ending of the adjective in -l(i)- would be *niqašlid.
20 This also means that the vocalic resonant in šrml(i) is secondarily accented by analogy, in which case the resonant does not vocalize to -i/-y-, pace Eichner 1986a:21 and Melchert 1994:350. Further evidence for its accented status can be adduced from the rest of the data on stems in -l(i)-, which point towards a barytone type.

The lexeme alarm- c. ‘(one)self’, which is barytone, has one attestation of a genitival adjective:

\[
\begin{array}{|l|
\hline
- & \cdot & - & - & - & - & - \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\begin{align*}
\text{caqrlāv } & \text{ ak=um adēnv alarmlv ětolt}^{22} \\
\text{LW} & 14.5
\end{align*}

The accent is on the second syllable and the ending shows syncope, i.e. /alārmnθ/, thus the genitival adjective is barytone as well. Pace Melchert (2006: 11639), Lyd. alarm- c. ‘(one)self’ is synchronically a consonantal stem and not a barytone a-stem. No restitution of the vowel -a- occurs in the suffix. The case of alarma(s) (LW 13.1) instead of regular alarma(s), which has been wrongly used as an argument for a general restitution of the vowel -a- in barytone a-stems, serves a metrical purpose (cf. Eichner 1985a:17). The suffix -m- c. probably goes back to the neuter suffix *-mp-, which was remade into a common gender consonantal stem. This etymological approach is supported by Lyd. ētam- c., from which the denominative verb in *-je/o- preserved traces of the original shape of the suffix, i.e. f-ētam- i- (contra Gusmani 1964:126, 172).

In sum, the examples shown above suggest not only through the presence of the vowel ē, ā, o, e or -aa- in a syllable other than the ultimate, but also through the syncope in the accusative and dative ending and through the lack of accentual indication, i.e. -ē- or -ā-, in the dative plural -av, that derivatives in -l(i)- are barytone.

---

20 Further evidence for the oxytone property of širma- (c. *srmēh₂, cf. Lyc. ḫr̥m(t)a- c.) is the vacillation -i/-y- in the first syllable, cf. šyrmas (LW 23.1). The unaccented original vocalic *-r̥- developed to *-ir/-yr- (cf. Melchert 1994:363), e.g. pīra- c. ‘house’ (c. *pr(n)-ō-), contra Melchert 1994:367. For the spread of the root vowel quality of the weak stems to the strong stems in the southwest Anatolian languages, cf. CLuw. zārt- n. (*k̂ēr-/*k̂rd-).

21 For a possible parallel for a secondarily accented resonant, see srfast(i)- in section 4.7.

22 No letter is missing from the space (pace Gusmani 1964:256). Traces of the initial a- in alarmlv can be seen on the other side of the space occupied by the bas-relief (see Buckler 1924:30). This is also supported by the meter.
4.5  The suffix -š(i)-

The suffix -š(i)- (< *aš(i)- < *-osso- with i-mutation < *-osjo-; see Melchert 2012:282–284) is related to Luw. -assa/i- and Lyc. A-a/ehe/i- (Carruba 1959:187, Melchert 1994:337). Most of the derivatives in -š(i)- are adjectives, while some are clearly substantivized. This suffix is found in mλwẽš(i)- ‘?’ attested as nom. sg. c. mλwẽšiš (LW 12.3), which is a derivative of *mλwẽn(i)- (also found as the derivational base of mλwẽnda̯). The vowel -ẽ- speaks for a barytone type. There is another potential case, i.e. kopš(i)- ‘?’, attested as nom. sg. c. kopšiš (LW 115.5), which is clearly barytone based on the letter -o- in the initial syllable. It is probably derived from an unattested noun *kop(V)-. The last lexeme, i.e. prafrš(i)- c. (title) attested as nom. sg. prafršiš (LW 23.7), dat. sg. prafrl (LW 23.7) and nom. pl.(?) pra wršiš (LW 99), is derived from the substantive attested as prafra (LW 47.2), which is barytone as well. Although the vowel -a- in the initial syllable does not furnish any indication for or against being accented, the syncope in the dative singular ending prafrl speaks for a barytone type.

The lexeme koττ(i)- ‘?’, which is attested as acc. pl. koττis (LW 13.6), probably contains the suffix -š(i)- as well.24 Since the sequence -ττ- is normally the outcome of -t- + -š-, e.g. karradmẽ- ← kat- + šadmẽ- (Melchert 1994:334), one can reconstruct a virtual Lydian pre-form *kuu̯atass(i)- and postulate the following development: Pre-Lydian *kuu̯atass(i)- > *kótaš(i)- > *kótš(i)- > koττ(i)-. In sum, Lydian derivatives in -š(i)- are barytone.

4.6  The suffix -m(i)-

The Lydian suffix -m(i)- (Carruba 1959:188) can be compared etymologically with the Luwian suffix -ma/i- (< *-mo- with i-mutation) or with the Luwian participial suffix -mma/i- (or *-mn-o- with i-mutation). The thematic vowel *-o- (i.e. -a/i-) in these suffixes is unaccented, which is supported by the lack of plene writing in Cuneiform Luwian (cf. Melchert 2014:206–209). One of these two suffixes is found in šiwralm(i)- c. (title) attested as acc. sg. šiwralmn (LW 2.10), nom. pl. šiwralmiš (LW 22.9, 22.11, 22.12). This derivative is analyzed as follows ši- + wraλ- + -m(i)- and is surely derived from the noun šiwralα (LW 14.19). This denominal derivation speaks for an association with the Luwian suffix -ma/i- (< *-mo-) (Melchert 2014:208 f.). Since the accent is not expected to be on the prefix ši- and since the accusative ending in šiwralmn shows syncope, the accent must be on the remaining syllable, i.e. /çivräλm(i)-/.

23 The adjective mλwẽšiš must agree with šawkarplos (title) in LW 12.3.
24 I take kórtis tarpal as direct object of the verb ul; cf. the nominative construction kolciš tarpal fēnanil (LW 15.2) with the ending -iš in kolciš.
The following example is *asēm(i)-’?', attested as a nom. sg. c. *asēminiš (LW 13.3), dat. sg. *asēml (LW 13.9), where the vowel -ē- and the syncope in the ending shows that the lexeme is barytone. The vowel -ē- also indicates that the syllable was originally short and closed (Melchert 1994:348), and thus the identification with the participial suffix *-mno- with i-mutation is preferable, i.e. *asēm(i)- < *as-ē-ln-o-. The last example, i.e. *trēsm(i)-’?', attested as acc. sg. c. *trēsmn (LW 44a.2), shows syncope in the ending -ν, which speaks for a barytone type. In sum, derivatives in -m(i)- are barytone.

4.7 The suffix -ast(i)-
There are two examples in Lydian of an adjectival suffix -ast(i)-, which goes back to *-os-to- (Melchert 1999a:365 f.). The first is *tesast(i)- ‘right’, attested as nom./acc. sg. n. *tesastid (LW 5.2), and the second is *srfast(i)- ‘left’, attested as nom./acc. sg. n. *srfastid (LW 5.3). The accentual type of the first example is clearly barytone based on the preserved vowel -e- (< *e̯). The second example, on the other hand, is ambiguous. The accent could be on the vowel -a-, or on the vocalic -r- in the root srf-. Even though vocalic resonants are generally unaccented, it could have received accent secondarily by analogy to other formations in -ast(i)- such as *tes-ast(i)-. Because of the paucity of evidence, this last assumption must be considered tentative.

4.8 The suffix -êt(i)-
The suffix -êt(i)- (< *-Vnt- with i-mutation) goes back to a consonantal stem. There is the lexeme *sfardêt(i)- ‘Sardin’ attested as nom. sg. c. *sfardētis (LW 22.13), dat. sg. c. *sfardētl (LW 22.2), dat. pl. c. *sfardētav (LW 22.8), *sfardētav (LW 22.4). The substantivized nominative plural common gender form *sfardēnt (LW 22.1)25 is strange, as one would expect *sfardētis. Perhaps, it is an endlingless collective (cf. dēt- below) followed by the emphatic particle =s, i.e. *sfardēt + =s → *sfardēnt.26 The position of the accent is indicated by the vowel -êt- and, thus, this lexeme is barytone.

25 The word mālmnna at the end of the line is interpreted here as accusative plural dependent on the postposition wicν; cf. Yakubovich forthcoming.

26 Another possibility is to assume syncope of the plural ending -iš, which is not expected to occur if the vowel is originally long. However, non-mutated consonantal stems seem to have a nominative plural ending -š, which probably goes back to a short vowel, *-ēs, e.g. ciwš ‘the gods’ (< *diu̯-es < PIE *dję̯-es) (LW 44a.17). The hypothesis that this ending was beginning to extend to the paradigm of i-mutation is possible, but unprovable due to the lack of independent confirmation.
The lexeme *dēt(i)- ‘movable goods’ contains the same etymological suffix, i.e. *-nt-, and is barytone also because of the vowel -ẽ-. It equates Hitt. ḫuḫiyant- c. ‘sheep’ and goes back to a participial form *ḫuḫi-ōnt- of the verb *ḫeef- ‘to go’ (Gusmani 1964:99), which was substantivized already in Proto-Anatolian. It is attested as nom. coll. c. *dēt (lw 24.22), acc. sg. c. *dētn (lw 24.20), nom./acc. coll. n. *dēt (lw 46.1) and there are probably more attestations, although it is questionable whether every word *dēt attested in the Lydian corpus belongs to this lexeme. A nominative singular common gender form, where the i-mutation would be seen, is not yet attested. The endingless collective form cannot go back to the thematic collectives *-eh₂, which is preserved as -a, but must go back to the consonantal one *-h₂, i.e. *h₁i̯-ōnt-h₂ (Melchert apud Gérard 2005:113).

4.9 Miscellaneous
The following lexeme is hard to classify. The substantive *avn(i)- c. is attested as acc. pl. *avis²⁷ (lw 11.3) in a metrical inscription:

\[ \text{avis qid=ad šawv wratuł arstsānšrs kašnod}^{²⁸} \]

lw 11.3

Pace Eichner (1986a:18), the initial vowel in *avis is surely accented. Scanning the foot as | – – | also makes the entire poem more homogeneous with respect to the first foot of each verse (cf. lw 11.1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12). Besides, to scan the foot as | – – | is not an option; cf. section 4.2. The accented status of the vowel -a- placed before a nasal without the expected outcome -ē- or -ā- is rare, but not unparalleled, e.g. *tamv ‘I built’ /támη/ (Eichner 1986a:11). These anomalies have not yet been explained satisfactorily, although one should notice here that both examples concern the root vowel. From a historical perspective, it is difficult to decide whether the substantive *avn(i)- reflects a primary i-stem or a primary thematic o-stem, i.e. *(H)Vn-i- or *(H)Vn-o-, since both are well-established word formations. In any case, the preform must have been barytone.

²⁷ I interpret iskos *avis as the direct object of *katared and not as the subject. The subject of *katared is mentioned in the previous sentence: šarištrosλ astrkol areλ ‘Ares, the šarištros’, the astrko-.

²⁸ The unaccented status of *šawv supports the hypothesis that it is a pre-/postposition (Boroday & Yakubovich forthcoming).
5 Conclusions

In spite of the small number of examples available for each type of nominal formation, the fact that all of them are uniform with regard to the accentual type allows us to conclude that the paradigm of i-mutation in Lydian is barytone. Regarding the etymological comparison of selected suffixes with Luwian and Lycian, an original barytone type for some of them, e.g. *-é-no-, *-(é-)lo-, *-mo-, *-mn-o-, has already been suggested. In the instance of the others, e.g. *-osjo-, *-os-to-, although further research is needed, a barytone character is very likely.

On the other hand, the original thematic o-stems that were accented on the suffix survive in Lydian as a separate class (Hajnal 2004:189–192) and show no i-mutation, e.g. dat./gen. pl. alēv ‘other’ < *alf-ó-om, acc. sg. tawsēv ‘powerful’ < *tegH-s-ó-m. If Lydian was consistent in this pattern, i.e. all oxytone o-stems escaped i-mutation, then it is expected that all barytone stems in *-o- were affected by i-mutation. That would mean that barytone o-stems were the first ones to undergo i-mutation in the prehistory of Luwian, Lycian and Lydian.29 While Luwian and Lycian went on to eliminate the oxytone o-stems, Lydian preserved them intact.30

This observation calls into question the origin of the Lydian barytone a-stems, which never show syncope of the stem vowel -a-, e.g. wāna- c. ‘grave’ (cf. footnote 10). On phonological grounds, the stem vowel must have been originally long, in order to fully resist syncope. Therefore, an origin in *-eh₂ should be posited for the Lydian barytone a-stems, i.e. wāna- c. < *uōnā- < *uōn-eh₂ (cf. HLuw. /wanid-/ n. ‘stele’ < *uôn-id-).31 However, a full analysis of this nominal stem class cannot be presented here. Therefore, this conclusion must be regarded as provisional.

6 Summary

In this paper, the Lydian nominal paradigm of i-mutation has been extensively researched. After its endings were phonologically analysed, a barytone character for the paradigm was proposed. In order to verify this hypothesis, sub-

29 No chronology for consonantal stems can be established here, but it must await further research.

30 It should be noted that the exact fate of oxytone o-stems in Luwian and Lycian needs further research.

31 Since an accented e-grade of the root would have caused Čop’s law to operate, I reconstruct an o-grade.
stantives and adjectives belonging to this paradigm were classified according to their respective stem formation and, then, their accentuation type was identified. All verifiable lexemes turned out to be barytone, which was confirmed either by indication of an accented vowel in the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable, or by determining the position of the accent by scanning the metrical verse. In sum, the Lydian nominal paradigm of i-mutation is barytone. This paper will hopefully contribute to the ongoing research on the phenomenon of i-mutation in Anatolian, in which Lydian has so far received little attention.
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